Generally, there are two ways to generate Digital Elevation M odel (DEM ) using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, which are Interferometer Synthetic Aperture Radar(InSAR) and radargrammetry. Considering the disadvantages of InSAR data, such as the limit of terrain and the influence of water content, the application field of InSAR is relatively limited, while radargrammetry is more widely applied since it does not have such limits. However, for high-precision stereo SAR imagery, since the terrain distortion caused by shooting angle cannot be eliminated and the speckle noises are obvious, the classical matching algorithms for optical stereo images do not have the same effect on SAR data.
INTRODUCTION
Generally speaking, in remoting sensing , there are 3 ways to get the terrain information of the earth . They are Navigation Satellite Timing And Ranging Global Position System (GPS), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR).
Among them, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is special for its feature as can be used in all weather, all time and is strong permeability. With those advantages, SAR is used as an important data for extracting the height. While InSAR has its special needs in data in order to avoid the decorrelation between the two images, radargrammetry does not require so much as InSAR does. So radargrammetry can be used more flexibly. But radargrammetry has its own problem that needed to be solved. In geometries, mainly owning to the big change in nadir angle and different height of terrain, stereo images have different geometric deformation. And owning to the influence of speckle nose, some feature of terrain may be covered. So it is hard to match two SAR stereo images.
In optical image matching, SIFT matching and Region-Based least squares matching have been proved to be feasible and effective, But SAR image is different. Because the influence carried by speckle nose, if we simply using SIFT matching, then we can not get the result which is good enough. As we texted in the past, the points in SAR stereo images get by SIFT matching is accurate. But the points are not dense enough and are not distributed. So when we using those corresponding image points to get the height of earth by forward intersection and using TIN to product DEM , it has some problems, such as large area without data and the low accuracy. Region-Based least squares matching is reliable, accuracy and flexibly in theory, But compare with SIFT matching Region-Based least squares matching needs initial height to iterative calculus. Here based on the advantage of SIFT matching and Region-Based least squares matching and the success of the application of those two algorithms in optical image we figure a new way to matching stereo SAR images which can avoid the shortage of those two algorithm. That is using SIFT matching for initial matching, then add points and using TIN to forecast the match point. Using the initial corresponding image points to calculate the initial height, and then using the initial height in Region-Based least squares matching to calculate the right corresponding image point.
ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION  2.1 S IFT MATCHING
SIFT(scale invariant feature transform) is a algorithm that can transform an image into a large collection of local feature vectors which are invariant to image translation ,scaling and rotation (Lowe, 1999) . So in the same area, the same SIFT keypoints exacted from images stand for the same terrain stably.
In SIFT matching there are 2 steps which are extract the keypoints and describe, match the keypoints.
The EXTRACTION OF S IFT KEYPOINTS x
In SIFT matching we need to extract the keypoints which are invariant to image translation, scaling and rotation. In order to computer and extract the keypoint efficiently, we use the difference of Gaussian function (Lowe, 2004) 
If the offset of the keypoint is larger than 0.5 then we change the keypoint and calculate again or if the offset is small than 0.5 then we add the offset to the keypoint to get subpixel estimate of the keypoint.
Finally the keypoint is select among the candidate location based on their stability.
DES CRIBE AND MATCH THE KEYPOINTS
After those keypoint have been extracted, based on the local image gradient directions, assign one or more orientations .E.g.
（3）
After calculate the orientation, set orientation histograms on Here, to make matching it more efficient, we use k-d tree accelerate the process.
 2.2TIN PREDICT THE POTENTIAL CORRES PONDING IMAGE POINT
After get the corresponding image points from SIFT matching, we use TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) to predict to potential corresponding image point of the added point.
To predict the potential point, we use the points that in the left to build the TIN and set the x and y as the height of the corresponding points respectively. So we can predict the added point's corresponding image point's x, y respectively.and use the initial corresponding image point to calculate the initial height.
2.3REGION-BAS ED LEAS T SQUARES MATCHING
With the initial height, we can use the Region-Based least squares matching to calculate the accurate corresponding image point.
2.3.1THE RADIANT RELATIONS HIP
As showed in the figure 3 .the left image is the matching image p is the added point we use rational polynomial coefficients (RPC) (ZHANG Guo,2010) to calculate the Coordinate P in the slope . Through P the normal line is decided by ( , )  . And the slope can be described as fellow.
Here, in order to simulate the projection of single-center projection, we make a fake projection centre at the height of h , 11 h .
EXPERIMENT AND RES ULT
To test the effect of this, here we use the stereo pairs in Table 2 . accurate of DEM
CONCLUS ION
This method is effect to match stereo SAR image , but in some area the result is not good enough .after analysis the data and algorithm, we realize that those situation happen because SIFT matching cannot get enough corresponding image points, so the initial height is not accurate enough to calculate the right point.
To avoid this kind of fault, in the future we need to try different filter to improve result of SIFT matching and try some different ways to forecast the initial height.
